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It was 4:30 a.m. in the latter half of May and it was the first day of my planned twelve day Quetico solo.
Quetico Dave of Quetico Wilderness Outfitters, graciously accommodated my desire for an early start and ran
me all the way down to Three Mile Lake from his base of operations off of Flanders Road. A light rain was
falling as Dave deposited me and my gear near the put-in. Undeterred by the weather, I sucked it up and
donned my rain slickers as the truck rumbled off. I figured I'd better get used to sucking it up. From here on, I
was on my own!!

The first part of my trip would take me up through Bearpelt Creek. Day One was "light" by design since I
wanted to fish Wolseley Lake. I planned to troll over to the Bearpelt portage and look for a nearby campsite
on Wolseley.

Raindrops had nearly stopped but by the time I crossed Three Mile Lake and crossed the short portage into
Wolseley. The wind was blowing hard out of the north, whitecaps were rolling and, soon, trolling the main body
of Wolseley was simply out of the question. I was paddling hard just to make headway!! I hugged the western
shoreline. By the time I reached the Bearpelt portage, I estimated the wind gusts to be over 30 miles an hour.
I walked the portage only to discover "mini-whitecaps" rolling up Bearpelt Creek! The narrow confines of the
creek funneled the wind, creating a wind tunnel! 

Back on Wolseley, I picked a "quiet" moment and bolted for a campsite over on the western shore. I
quartered with the wind, running a fine line between taking waves broadside and being pushed along by a
howling northwest wind at my back! It was a wild ride racing headlong towards the flat rock landing of my
chosen campsite. As I drew close to shore, I realized I had a problem. I wasn't sure I could land in these wind
and waves there without dumping! Somehow I managed to swing around a small outcropping of rock and
scramble out of my canoe. I pulled it up as high as possible and tied it off. Whew! Nothing like a wild paddle
and an adrenaline rush to start your trip!

The campsite was fine — except for one thing. It was wide open to the north wind. I wasn't about to get back
on that lake. At least there would be NO bugs!

My dry fly is rigged to be set up easily in windy conditions. I've sewn five loops on the ridgeline. These attach
to climbing carabiners. I string a rope between two trees and unroll my tarp on the ground to keep the wind
from catching it. Staking off the back edge, I next clip the ridge hoops and secure the sides. This wind,
however, would be a real test of my "system".

After camp was up it was time to hunt for firewood. While searching, I discovered some folding director-type
chairs, stashed in the woods. I figured First Nation folks probably used this camp and cached them for
convenience. I decided it would be alright to "borrow" one today for a nice seat near my fire pit. Soon a hot
cup of coffee and a venison summer sausage & cheese sandwich were in hand. Life was good! My first few
casts from shore blew right into the trees, convincing me that my chair beside the fire pit was the best place to
enjoy my stay in camp!! So, I drank coffee while the wind howled and temps dropped. Long underwear, my
fleece cap, and my 20 degree bag sure came in handy that night!

At 4:30a.m., the wind had slackened and I began to break camp. I planned to head over to Omeme Lake.
However, as the Sun rose, so did the north wind, making me work up a nice sweat over to the portage!! As I
loaded my canoe on Bearpelt creek, the narrow confines of the creek were already featuring that "wind
tunnel" effect. It was going to be an interesting day! 

Again, progress was slow. The very first beaver dam I encountered was at least three feet tall. It was tough
but somehow I managed to drag my loaded canoe up and over. I sure hoped the next ones were shorter! The
water level was quite low and, as the creek turned and twisted, I was either paddling 'mud' or struggling with
the wind catching me broadside! I started to curse the low water and wind under my breath but decided that I
hated bugs more than some hard paddling. I ended up walking through rocky, shallow sections. I was in and
out of the canoe, over and over. Where it got deep enough to paddle, the north wind did its level best to push
me backward!



I finally reached Omeme Lake around 1 p.m. and found a really nice campsite on the narrows between the
east and west bays. The Sun was shining bright and the temps must have been hovering in the upper 60's. I
set up camp and decided to swing in my hammock and enjoy the day while I wrote in my journal. I tried my
hand at fishing but the weather seemed to have turned off the bite, other than a few undersized walleyes. Oh,
well — that's why I bring food along.

Ah, yes, my food— some of it didn't fare so well. I made a rude discovery while hanging my pack. One of the
well-used Nalgene bottles containing "medicinal" brandy had become brittle with age. It had cracked, spilling
half my brandy ration into my pack! Lesson learned? check ALL your gear next time! Fortunately, my
Tupperware-type system and the use of a couple of pack liners resulted in a mess that was easily cleaned.
Soon the pack was hanging between two trees—lighter by a fifth! Temps dropped into the lower 40's that night.
I was thankful for the remaining Brandy and the warmth of my campfire!!

Cool, crisp air helped me sleep until 7 a.m. that next morning — very unusual for me — and once again I was
glad about my twenty-degree bag and the long underwear! It was Victoria Day, a national holiday in Canada.
Would the long weekend mean more paddlers in the park? It was doubtful I'd see much of an effect in this
remote region.

Omeme to Badwater featured more low water levels and was pretty tough going in places. The dam just
before reaching Badwater Lake is about six feet high and holds back lots of water. I saw no one on Badwater
Lake, except for a cow moose and a calf on the northern shore. A warm, gentle wind rose out of the east while
I enjoyed a pleasant paddle to the end of the lake. I portaged into Jump and Fair lakes. That last portage was
fairly steep climbing for one hundred feet, then leveled off, dropping, slightly, into Fair Lake. Soon I'm crossing
the portage into Your Lake. It was wet, in spots, but not too bad.

I had hoped to get all the way to Boulder Lake this day but found myself physically tiring a bit. I NEVER get
sick the rest of the year, but had managed to acquire a viral infection which felt as if someone was sitting on
my chest! That, along with a dental problem — a broken crown the day before I left home and no dentist
available — challenged my "mental toughness?" a requirement for all solo paddlers. I was determined to meet
expectations I had set for myself! So, when I reached the nice island with the west facing campsite on Your
Lake, I decided it was a fine place to spend the night! Bringing along some clove oil for my dental problem
proved to be a wise planning move. I would need it, off and on, for the rest of the trip.

Rested well, I got an early start towards my Day Four destination— Jean Lake. My map showed a small,
shallow bay running out of Your Lake. However, the area turned out to be one big wetland! The quarter-mile
portage had become a half-miler. Finding the right trail wasn't easy, either. I was careful to avoid following
moose trails to nowhere. Fifteen minutes later, however, I could see my trail headed up into the woods and
down into the next lake. It was muddy and slow-going. I was surely thankful I hadn't tried to push into Boulder
Lake the day before!

Catching a few smallmouth along the way, I paddled towards the southeast corner of Boulder Lake. A huge
snapping turtle cruised by me. Soon, I was at the end of the lake and saw another set of "trials". I portaged
over a hundred feet of ankle-busting boulders just to get into a narrow, muddy stream barely deep enough to
float it! I tried wading, but the muck was too deep. I climbed back into my canoe, but found the stream was
too narrow to paddle. I was up a creek with no water to paddle!

I used my double-bladed paddle to "pole" myself along the bank. About every hundred feet or so, I
encountered big sunken logs, blocking what my little channel. Getting out of the canoe onto the "bank" only
sank me crotch-deep in mud! Fortunately, my vessel was loaded. Otherwise, I could never have leveraged
myself well enough to pull myself back into the canoe! Less than thrilled, I became fiercely determined to
reach Jean Lake! Half-covered in swamp mud, I continued my gondolier act, poling and pulling along until I
would hit a log. Then, I would get out and balance on it precariously while straining to drag the loaded canoe
over. Next, I would scramble back into the canoe, trying to avoid doing a header into muck. Two or three
hours of this exhausting routine finally put me on the last little portage into blessed Jean Lake!

I headed for Ivy Island, looking for a nice site for a two day layover. I stopped to chat with two paddlers
taking a lunch break. I asked about fishing. They told me what I already knew—warm weather has made
fishing spotty at best?. Their camp was on the east end of Ivy Island. As for me, I headed for an island, east



of Ivy, featuring a site with a western view. It was empty. Soon, camp was set-up and I was looking forward
to two days on one of my favorite lakes! Soon I was sipping hot coffee besides my fire and enjoying my great
view. The breeze kept the bugs off. Jean Lake had always been a great fishing lake for me. Camp offered
plenty of spots to fish from shore. Casting produced a few small northerns and smallmouth but NOT my
favorite— the lake trout I hungered for! As the sun sank below the horizon, I edged closer to the fire, coffee in
hand, mostly content but also hopeful my fishing would soon improve. After a great night's sleep, I awoke to
windy, overcast conditions and a chop on the lake. The virus "bug" I picked up had pretty well run its course,
and for that I was thankful! While I'm in fairly good shape for being fifty-seven years old, I'm also old enough
to appreciate that "mental fitness" is at least as important as physical fitness when dealing with wilderness
conditions, toothache, and sickness!

Given the chop on the lake, I decided it was too tough to both fish and handle the canoe. With access on three
sides of camp to deep water, I decided to fish from shore this day. First, however, I enjoyed a leisurely
breakfast, consisting of a pot of tea and three cheese muffins, made "pot within a pot" as described by Cliff
Jacobson. Later, fishing yielded a few pike and smallies but not what I was hunting— lake trout. A crackling
fire and the clearing evening sky crowned that laid-back, restful day atop my high perch above beautiful Jean
Lake. Sounds from another group, probably camped over on the little bay coming out of Conk Lake, carried
clearly in the still of night. I could almost hear their conversations as I crawled into my sleeping bag and
watched the embers of my fire wane and slowly die. When I awoke, around 4:30 a.m., my body was feeling
back "in rhythm" and the lake was like glass— all as hoped for. I broke camp as my water boiled for coffee. I
munched a couple of oatmeal bars and was ready to paddle! At 6:00 a.m., I was trolling down the lake at a
nice easy pace.

Surely, I would get my Laker before I left Jean??

Taking a break on the east side of The Narrows between upper and lower Jean, I noticed that water levels
were up. A cast from shore with a yellow tail jig right across The Narrows produced a smallie. Suddenly,
smallies were hitting on every cast! It was great fun but I was disappointed. I was running out of Jean Lake
with no lake trout!

Leaving the narrows, I trolled the western shore towards Ceph Lake. Suddenly my rod bent over sharply and I
heard the hum of the drag as the nice 6 pound laker peeled line from the reel!

I quickly hauled it aboard and wrapped it in a canvas bag soaked in chilly spring water. This would keep it
fresh until I could clean it for the grilled laker feast I longed for.

High water made the entrance to Ceph Lake passable. Soon I portaged into Burntside Lake and my attention
was drawn to a canoe headed towards me from the southwest. A man and a woman, camped on a nice island
site, passed by me near the east/west narrows. We chatted and they indicated they have had good weather
and solitude. I moved on.

High water made it possible to run the rapids on a couple of the little portages heading into Sturgeon Lake.
Once on the big lake, I stopped at the first island I came to. There, I munched on pita bread with venison
jalapeno summer sausage and cheese. I also cleaned my trout.

Sticking to the northern shoreline, I settled into a steady paddling rhythm. It was hot. I was sweating profusely
in my sleeveless t-shirt. Light easterly breezes felt wonderful! I made a point of drinking fluids steadily as I
paddled. Dehydration can sneak up on you and really zap your performance. Temps hit 90 degrees that day
so, around 4 p.m., I decided the Sun had beat on me long enough. I spotted a nice empty campsite, not far
from Scripture Island. I was glad to get off the water!

Grilled lake trout never tasted so good! I ate it all! I sipped coffee and brandy as the wind shifted to the
northeast and sprinkles began to fall. I was tired but not ready for sleep. I wandered down the shoreline with
my camera and noticed a pine tree, about a foot in diameter, featuring a very unusual knot at about eye-level.
There was "metal" in that knot with writing on it! I tapped on it with the butt of my knife. Sure enough, it was
brass, covered in sap. Not wanting to scratch it, I soaked a dish towel in stove fuel and beach sand to create a
"polishing paste". This slowly worked wonders as I rubbed it on the plate. Was this a surveyor's marker or
perhaps some remnant from lumbering days?



Wrong! Ever so slowly, a memorial to a deceased paddler was revealed! This discovery had a very powerful
and personal impact on me. You see, on this trip, I carried my own Dad's ashes to be spread in some special
spot in Quetico! I was thunderstruck, contemplating the odds of stopping and uncovering such a marker right
here, denoting another's loved one's passing. Deeply touched by this memorial, I found myself hoping for
similar remembrance when my own time comes.

No last name was used. Therefore, privacy can be somewhat maintained as I reproduce the image here, as
follows:
IN MEMORY OF BRETT
HIS SOUL IS WITH GOD
BUT HIS HEART IS HERE
1959-1991

Brett was still in the prime of his life. How much the park must have meant to him and how devoted his loved
ones were to honor him in this way!

Later that evening, when I thought about spreading Dad's ashes, I got very emotional and stayed up late,
watching the fire until my eyes simply wouldn't function any longer. At that moment the world seemed so small
and so very connected in ways I never could have imagined. I could think of no better remembrance of a
loved one than to be honored in a place of such beauty and peace.

The next day I was on the choppy water by 6:00am, headed for Walter Lake. Quartering into the wind without
getting too far from the shoreline was tough but by 9:00 a.m. I sight the portage into Lonely Lake, stopping to
fish the pool at the base of the creek. The day was already warm and I was, again, in a sleeveless T-shirt,
drinking a lot of water. Since few fish cooperated, I portaged into Lonely Lake and then pushed on towards
Walter and, hopefully, some spring lake trout!

My island campsite on Walter was wide and spacious. I found plenty of firewood to carry me through my two
day layover. Its northeastern exposure allowed the wind to keep the bugs at bay in the bush. After a quick
dip, I laid out on the rocks in my shorts like a big white mushroom, soaking up spring sunshine! Later, the
wind picked up, restricting my fishing, once again, to the shoreline. I caught smallmouth and a few little pike
while supper sizzled on the fire grate. At sunset, with the wind at my back, I seized a special but bittersweet
moment to scatter my Dad's ashes at a nearby rocky point. I felt better for it and treated myself to brandy
and coffee back at camp. Hearing a noise, nearby, I turned around to catch a glimpse of brown fur around my
food pack, next to the fire pit. What I thought to be a fox, badger, or maybe even an otter turned out to be a
snowshoe hare, with just a touch of white left on him. He was really big and was all over my tarp and gear,
sniffing and eating fresh green shoots under the short trees.

I was surprised I got within ten feet with my camera. As he posed for me, like some trained animal in a
commercial, I nicknamed him "Art, the Hare". It was my Dad's name. The creature seemed to know that I
wouldn't hurt him and acted like he knew me. Corny — maybe - but it all seemed to fit together, somehow. I
stayed up late contemplating my discovery of the memorial on Sturgeon, my Dad's ashes, and this strange
visit from Art the Hare. Once, again, I slept like a baby.

I slept late, waking to choppy, overcast conditions. After breakfasting on biscuits and coffee, I shoved off for a
day of fishing. Working the shoreline, I cast a small crank bait into the rocky shallows and, then, into deeper
water with every other cast. Fat smallies and eater-size pike proved this tactic a good one on every other cast.
I kept nothing, however, as I was holding out for lake trout! My plans were altered, however, when a
nice-sized walleye was fooled by my offering. So it was walleye for lunch — with just a little oil with seasonings
and seared to my taste - with two roasted potatoes and fried, sliced onions. It really hit the spot!

Too choppy to fish in the afternoon, I climbed into my hammock and took a siesta under two white pines,
swinging gently in the breezes, watching clouds roll by. Later, I awoke to a noise beneath me and found Art
the Hare back for a visit! He enjoyed my attention! Sometime during my supper of Cache Lake frying pan
bread and coffee, he wandered off into the bush. Not long afterward, I snuggled into my bag and wandered off
into dreamland.

The next morning, I broke camp by 5:00am, loaded the canoe, and headed for Elizabeth Lake. There were



three blow downs on the portage into Jesse Lake but someone had already been through and sawed away
enough branches to ease my passage. Nevertheless, short guys like me can neither crawl under nor step over
some of these. Personally, I prefer a belly-roll over the log technique. The wind is out of the east when I reach
Jesse and I am able to wind-troll down the lake, sipping coffee with my feet propped up!

Good fortune didn't last long. A line of thunderstorms with lightning, headed at me fast from the west. Not
wanting to be on the water when they burst upon me, I raced for an island campsite about a quarter-mile
away. Raindrops were falling as I hustled to get my dry-fly up and stow my gear for the big blow. Soon,
lightning bolts were flashing and thunder was cracking and it rained hard. Yet coffee was underway and my
venison and cheese pita was tasting fine as I laid back and watched Mother Nature's fury unfold. When it all
settled down, I gathered firewood and decided to hole up there for the day.

On the water early the next morning, I headed for Cedar Portage with a steady wind in my face. Soon I had
the gear across and was crossing Oriana Lake and the two small jump portages that put me on Quetico Lake. I
planned to go as far as I could, weather allowing, hoping to reach Eden Island and the little bay that holds two
portages into Cirrus Lake.

As I started paddling on Quetico, I spotted a cow moose swimming south to North. I was able to paddle close
by as she rounded a point heading for a grassy little bay. She stepped from the water like some gangly
bathing beauty as I started to snap pictures. Like any "lady" whose bath is rudely interrupted, she snorted
displeasure and trotted off into the woods!

Whitecaps formed as the day wore on. I tacked back and forth, keeping close to the protection of the
shoreline. Crossing open bays was hard work! Somehow I hopscotched my way to within sight of Eden Island's
southeastern sandy beach. There, I steered downwind, allowing rollers from the southwest to push me north
along the island's eastern shore. Fortunately, the campsite on the northeast corner of the island was
unoccupied. A little dip in cool, Quetico waters was a great remedy for my hard, hot fifteen miles into the wind
this day! 

A line of darkness crept in my direction— thunderstorms! However, I was hunkered down and snug under my
dry-fly with plenty of firewood. So, I sipped hot coffee and brandy, and contemplated the last two days of my
trip. I would layover at this site until it was time for me to head over to Beaverhouse, where Quetico Dave
would haul me back to civilization.

The next day, I slipped a large rock into my basketball net anchor bag and secured myself just outside the
rapids runoff in the western part of the bay. There, I flipped stickbaits and curlytail jigs into the current,
without much luck. A large splash which turned out not to be from the tail of a beaver. Rather, it came from a
rather large otter, seemingly chattering and hissing contempt for my distinct inability to catch fish! Deciding to
rid myself of this heckler, I paddled over to the east end of the bay.

I trolled a Rapala on my ultra light rod behind me. Almost at once, the line zinged out and a fish was on!
Rigged with light line, barbless hooks, and no steel leader, I was doubtful about landing this monster but, after
a fight, there he was, alongside my canoe, seemingly out of gas. Wrong! As I reached with my fish-gripper, he
rolled and was soon free, headed to the bottom with my six dollar lure!

The otter was right. I was pathetic! Thinking maybe the balance of this day was better spent viewing pictos, I
headed in that direction. I found one, missed the other, and exchanged pleasantries with some other canoeists
who confirmed what I already knew—fishing has been poor.

Undaunted, I tossed out my Double Loon Spinner and trolled back to camp, using the wind to push me along. I
snagged and was doubtful about changing direction and dislodging it in the stiff tailwind. Suddenly the "snag"
started cruising the other direction! I beached myself on a nearby strip of sand to facilitate landing a beautiful
large silver rocket of a northern! Much too large to eat, I gently rocked him back and forth until he revived,
then released him. Heading back to camp, my old nemesis, the otter, popped up and greeted me twenty feet
off my bow. Mom and the Kids were with him this time. Together, they rose out of the water, chattered,
hissed, and slid back in again. Everybody's a critic!

After a dinner of Cache Lake Fish Chowder and foil pack salmon, I settled in for the night with a nice fire and



brandy. Would Quetico hold another surprise for me? Oh, yeah! While adding a log to fire, the largest spider
I've ever seen in my life — the size of a silver dollar - ran right across my hand! Startled, I let out a scream,
embarrassing myself in the process! I didn't know they grew them that big up in these cold climates!
Fortunately, I had been wearing my leather chore gloves.

After a careful examination of my sleeping bag, I was soon off to an early bedtime. Tomorrow I would shoot
over to Beaverhouse station and have them contact Quetico Dave for my pick-up. As I laid there, snug and
safe from the weather and spiders and such, though, I solemnly considered the richness of my solo
adventures. A distinct sadness came over me in the realization that tomorrow was my last day.

Yet my dreams were full of thoughts of this soulful trip and of others, hopefully, that will follow.

© Neal Oberlee
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